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My name is Reece, I am a printmaking major at PNCA. For my thesis project I would like
to explore two ways of self-documentation within printed matter; Experimenting with the system
and methodology behind that documentation. I will have one publication dedicated to focusing
on risograph as an additive form of documentation. Another publication will be dedicated to
intaglio as a subtractive form of documentation. Documentation takes many systems in
printmaking. Using the knowledge I have surrounding print history and the technical skills of
printmaking, I will make two publications that reflect my experience at PNCA.

I have three central questions I’ll be investigating. How does time and process affect
documentation? How do our physical and digital environments affect us? How can I use
risography and intaglio as a record keeping tool? This is important to me because how we learn
about past events is filtered through the media we consume that information from. Stuart Hall
talks about this concept as Reception Theory. “The producer encodes messages and values
into their media which are then decoded by the audience. However, different audience members
will decode the media in different ways and possibly not in the way the producer originally
intended.” This is key in understanding that all media, including documentation, can be
subjective. By applying different encoding techniques, I will be able to create distinct methods of
documentation.

I consider risography to be a modern medium. Colorful and bright, it's the latest trend; An
outdated technology with a mishmash of screen and photocopier methods built into it. Riso
prints, made of non-archival materials, are an impermanent form of documentation. I want to
highlight this impermanence in the way I distribute this publication. Two ways I am considering
temporary distributions are wheatpasting and instagram stories, both of which have half life
dependent on the environment. A wheatpaste can last if it’s out of the rain and out of reach of
anyone who might want to take it down. A standard instagram story lasts 24 hours but if
someone reposts or screenshots it, it could effectively last forever. The aesthetics of my
risograph work references Walter Hamady’s Gabberjabbs. Hamady’s Gabberjabbs are a
testament to his work ethic (creating because you must) but also as a record of symbols kept by
printmakers. Typically discarded printed matter will be piled on top of each other. I will use bright
primary colors to draw the viewer's attention towards the recycled imagery. The scanning and
colored drums of the risograph homogenize the symbols. This functions as an analogy for
modern media consumption in some respects. In 2021 we consume more media than ever
before!

I am a mass consumer of digital media. There is a stochastic feeling to both the digital
realm and the printed matter realm. Seemingly random posts following one after another. Just
as an algorithm decides what you see next on a social media platform, so will I decide what to
put on the page. But I do not work inside a computer. With print there is a randomness that is
enjoyable. The process and medium is connected to the artist, collectively changing the
outcome. One of my favorite examples of artist and medium affecting each other is Robert
Ruachenberg and his cardboard series. Rauchenberg highlighted the art of packaging by
displaying discarded cardboard boxes in a formal gallery setting. Rauchenberg’s cardboard
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pieces could be seen as garbage if they were placed in the street but by changing the context
he changed the message. The work in the gallery acted as documentation for the state of the
Gulf Coast when he made them. The area plagued by corrupt oil companies and the constant
growth of capitalism. This framing of garbage as critique of society is very thought provoking for
me.

Intaglio is more historically tied to print. Originally stemming from goldsmithing, it is a
form of engraving; Bougie but dirty, rooted in fine art but a messy practice. My preferred
technique, mezzotint, uses a rocker ( a edged blade with a hundred points at the tip) to mark the
plate. As you mark the entirety of the plate, you then have a complete black image that you can
reduce with a scraper and burnisher. Mezzotint is different from most intaglio methods. It's a
reductive process. It’s easier to evoke space by working dark to light. You quickly get dramatic
contrast in tones. To prepare the plate for printing, you must cover it with ink and wipe away the
excess to find the image below the inky mess. This process of reduction is connected to the
imagery I am sourcing. I intend to source all of the intaglio plates I have used during my time at
PNCA and reduce the imagery to a single sheet of BFK (22x30in). By doing this, I am creating a
revisionist history by manipulating what is left. Making this sheet into a book form will connect
this piece to all the connotations of a book. The connotations I am interested in are
documentation, story telling and the dissemination of information. This work is meant to be a
more private reflection of my time at PNCA. Artists that inspired me for this are Peter Ilsted and
Fransisco Goya. These artists both have work that relates to their personal lives, acting almost
as visual diaries. I’d like to make the point here that documentation is not always created
intentionally. Ilsted’s and Goya’s reasoning for making prints varies but both artists' works, when
put in the context of their time, can act as a view into what life was like while they were alive.

For this experiment I’ve set two strict methods of record keeping. The risograph
publication will consist of media I consume over the course of the semester. The intaglio
publication will consist of media I have created during my time at PNCA. Both publications are
attempting to articulate a certain aspect of my time at PNCA. The Riso represents an additive
process; The constant movement and colorful possibilities of the future. The Intaglio represents
a subtractive process; A refinement of what I have, a centering of what I’ve learned. In the end,I
hope to have two publications interconnected through a shared process and space.
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- In the age of capitalist collapse articles  to come from a reality like the onion.
Additionally, this article supports my feelings that money is fake and the stock market is
dumb pseudoscience for stock bros. Money, to the affluent, is nothing more than a joke
that can be toyed with for your own entertainment.


